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Generic Marking Principles 
 

These general marking principles must be applied by all examiners when marking candidate answers. They should be applied alongside the 
specific content of the mark scheme or generic level descriptors for a question. Each question paper and mark scheme will also comply with these 
marking principles. 
 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 1: 
 
Marks must be awarded in line with: 
 
• the specific content of the mark scheme or the generic level descriptors for the question 
• the specific skills defined in the mark scheme or in the generic level descriptors for the question 
• the standard of response required by a candidate as exemplified by the standardisation scripts. 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 2: 
 
Marks awarded are always whole marks (not half marks, or other fractions). 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 3: 
 
Marks must be awarded positively: 
 
• marks are awarded for correct/valid answers, as defined in the mark scheme. However, credit is given for valid answers which go beyond the 

scope of the syllabus and mark scheme, referring to your Team Leader as appropriate 
• marks are awarded when candidates clearly demonstrate what they know and can do 
• marks are not deducted for errors 
• marks are not deducted for omissions 
• answers should only be judged on the quality of spelling, punctuation and grammar when these features are specifically assessed by the 

question as indicated by the mark scheme. The meaning, however, should be unambiguous. 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 4: 
 
Rules must be applied consistently, e.g. in situations where candidates have not followed instructions or in the application of generic level 
descriptors. 
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GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 5: 
 
Marks should be awarded using the full range of marks defined in the mark scheme for the question (however; the use of the full mark range may 
be limited according to the quality of the candidate responses seen). 

GENERIC MARKING PRINCIPLE 6: 
 
Marks awarded are based solely on the requirements as defined in the mark scheme. Marks should not be awarded with grade thresholds or 
grade descriptors in mind. 
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Part (a) Generic Levels of Response Marks 

Level 4 Makes a developed comparison 
Makes a developed comparison between the two sources, recognising points of similarity and difference. Uses knowledge 
to evaluate the sources and shows good contextual awareness. 

12–15 

Level 3 Compares views and identifies similarities and differences 
Compares the views expressed in the sources, identifying differences and similarities. Begins to explain and evaluate the 
views using the sources and knowledge. 

8–11 

Level 2 Compares views and identifies similarities and/or differences 
Identifies relevant similarities or differences between views/sources and the response may be one-sided with only one 
aspect explained. Alternatively, both similarities and differences may be mentioned but both aspects lack development. 

4–7 

Level 1 Describes content of each source 
Describes or paraphrases the content of the two sources. Very simple comparisons may be made (e.g. one is from a letter 
and the other is from a speech) but these are not developed. 

1–3 

Level 0 No relevant comment on the sources or the issue 0 
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Part (b) Generic Levels of Response Marks 

Level 5 
 

Evaluates the sources to reach a sustained judgement 
Answers are well focused, demonstrating a clear understanding of the sources and the question. Reaches a sustained 
judgement about the extent to which the sources support the statement and weighs the evidence in order to do this. 

21–25 
 

Level 4 
 

Evaluates the sources 
Demonstrates a clear understanding of the sources and the question. Begins to evaluate the material in context, 
considering the nature, origin and purpose of the sources in relation to the statement. At the top of this level candidates 
may begin to reach a judgement but this is not sustained. 

16–20 
 

Level 3 
 

Uses the sources to support and challenge the statement 
Makes valid points from the sources to both challenge and support the statement in the question. These comments may be 
derived from source content or may be about the provenance/nature of the sources. 

11–15 
 

Level 2 
 

Uses the sources to support or challenge the statement 
Makes valid points from the sources to either support the statement in the question or to challenge it. These comments 
may be derived from source content or may be about the provenance/nature of the sources. 

6–10 
 

Level 1 Does not make valid use of the sources 
Describes the content of the sources with little attempt to link the material to the question. Alternatively, candidates may 
write an essay about the question without reference to the sources. 

1–5 

Level 0 No relevant comment on the sources or the issue 0 
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Question Answer  Marks 

1(a) Compare and contrast the views in Sources B and C about the impact of the Zollverein on Germany. 
 
Similarities include: 
• Both see the Zollverein reducing internal trade barriers. 
• Both see it as aiding German economic development.  
• Both see that it is leading to greater German unity. 
 
Differences include:  
• B focuses more on economic unity, whereas C talks more about German national identity, i.e. political unity.  
• B has a wider perspective which includes Holland and Denmark, whereas C is more narrowly focused on Germany. 

The focus on locality in C concerns the origins of the Zollverein, not its impact. 
 
Overall, B has much greater ambitions for the Zollverein, if on a narrow economic front, while Source C is more focused 
on Germany, though on a wider political front. Both, though, are optimistic about the future of Germany.  
 
Contextual knowledge is needed to date the formation of the Zollverein as 1834. This means Sources B and C are written 
just six or seven years later, when the impact of a customs union will remain limited, especially in an early nineteenth 
century, mainly agricultural economy. The two sources are both written by economists. Both contain many statements 
about the future, which do not help in assessing their reliability. The main difference between the two is authorship, 
German and British. Candidates will argue that Source C is more reliable because it is written by an outsider. This is hard 
to prove. More important is the fact that Source C makes some mention about the recent impact of the Zollverein when 
Source B does not. Source B is more a work of propaganda, written by the leading German proponent of greater 
economic unity, and is thus less reliable. 

15 
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Question Answer  Marks 

1(b) ‘After 1815, German nationalists wanted to create a single nation state.’ How far do Sources A to D support this 
view? 
 
Clearly opposing the hypothesis is Source A: 
 
• The Articles make it clear that while the princes did refer to ‘the independence of Germany’, they were also firmly 

committed to ‘the independence of the individual German states’ and had no wish whatever to lose any of their 
sovereignty to a greater ‘Germany’. Local autonomy, with a major role for Austria within Germany, was what was 
anticipated here. The articles were designed firmly to repress any German nationalist ideas. 

 
Supporting the hypothesis are Sources C and D: 
 
• Source C is clearly much more in favour of ‘a single nation state’ as it comments on how the Zollverein encouraged 

the move towards ‘national unity’ by its member states. There is specific reference to ‘one single national unit’, which 
Bowring feels is now becoming a widely held aspiration. 

 
• Source D is even clearer on what the German people wanted. The point about it being obvious that ‘national culture 

and political structure’ should coincide is an important one. It clearly contrasts with the views in Source A, for 
example. Source D insists that ‘All German people should form one nation’ and even if the price is the destruction of, 
and separation from, Austria, then all felt that it should happen. The gradual merger of the many smaller states into a 
single unit was also something that he felt should happen. 

 
Source B can be seen as either supporting or challenging the hypothesis:  
 
• It supports the hypothesis in that it wants Germany to have ‘a common uniform policy towards foreigners’ and for 

Germany to become ‘a great nation’. In addition, Holland and Denmark must be included and must acquire ‘German 
nationality’.  
 

• It challenges the hypothesis in that it includes in this greater ‘Germany’ both Holland and Denmark, neither of which 
were German. In addition, the article sees no further than the current Bund, which was a single state only by the 
loosest of definitions.  

25 
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Question Answer  Marks 

1(b) Evaluation: 
 
Source A provides no reliable evidence about the views of German nationalists after 1815. Firstly, it was written in 1815. 
Secondly, it was agreed by ‘sovereign princes’ only – some 39 of them or several hundred at most, if the original pre-
1815 princes are included as well. Thirdly, the Articles of Confederation have been written to protect the interests of these 
princes. They make no explicit reference to either German nationalism or to the German people.  
 
Source B is written by a German nationalist 26 years later. His nationalism is more economic than political. He supports 
the Zollverein, which he wishes to see expanded in a kind of economic Grossdeutschland. List is blinkered. He fails to 
consider the political pressures of national unity. Thus he is unreliable, even on economics, as already explained... 
 
Source C does have the wider perspective which Source B lacks. It is more soundly based. The Zollverein was designed 
to help purely local interests, namely Prussia’s, given the country after 1815 consisted of two separate parts. By the 
1840s, the Zollverein was starting to show signs of representing nationalist feelings. And it was correct to say that 
nationalist feelings were certainly not universal across Germany. Thus contextual knowledge suggests Source C is 
reliable. What effect the recent marriage of Victoria to Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha had upon the author of Source C is 
impossible to say.  
 
Source D was written some 45 years after Vienna, 26 years after the formation of the Zollverein and 12 years after the 
1848 revolutions. Its author was from Baden, a south German state which looked to Austria. Thus it is surprising to read 
that he supports unity even though it means ‘the destruction of a great state like Austria’. This shows how widespread 
was the support for a single nation state by 1860. As a source of relevant information, Source D is reliable. 
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Question Answer  Marks 

2(a) To what extent do Sources B and C agree about the way Senator Douglas conducted his campaign?  
 
Similarities include:  
• Both sources show that Douglas contested all parts of the state of Illinois.  
• They also show that his debates with Lincoln attracted large crowds. 
• Both show Douglas attacking his opponent’s policies rather than putting his own case. 
 
Differences include:  
• Source B states that Douglas’s campaign has been ‘one triumphal march’. 
• Source C shows Douglas’s campaign to be negative and losing support.  
 
The two sources are from the two sections of the USA and predictably reflect the views of those sections. Both use rather 
exaggerated language in reporting their man’s strengths and his opponent’s weaknesses. In addition, Source C admits to 
being ‘the friend of Lincoln’, which limits its reliability as a critic of Douglas. More is needed for Level 4 evaluation. 
Sources A and D could be cross-referenced to assess source reliability. Source A is especially useful as it is a 
contemporary biography of Lincoln, presumably positive towards him, and yet it praises Douglas as a debater: Douglas 
‘has no superior in the country’. Or candidates need to provide relevant contextual knowledge. 

15 
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Question Answer  Marks 

2(b) How far do Sources A to D support the view that the result of the contest between Lincoln and Douglas was an 
unexpected triumph for Douglas?  
 
Analysis:  
Sources A and B challenge the assertion while Sources C and D support it. 
 
Source A argues that Douglas’s victory was not unexpected and for two reasons: firstly, he gained the support of some 
Republican supporters; secondly, he was a brilliant speaker.  
 
Source B also mentions Douglas’s oratorical talents, drawing large crowds, to which it adds Douglas’s comprehensive 
election campaign, covering the whole of the state. 
 
Supporting the hypothesis, Source C argues that Lincoln won the debating contest with Douglas, whose bad-natured 
campaign lost him much support. Source D argues that Douglas’s victory was unexpected because the contest favoured 
a united Republican party fighting against a divided Democratic party.  
 
Evaluation:  
All four sources derive from contemporary newspaper sources, which makes them partisan. Even Source D, from the 
New York Times, now regarded as the least partial of newspapers, was less so in the 1850s, when it was 
Whig/Republican. Its partisanship is revealed by its praise of the Republican candidates as ‘men of rare ability’. 
Contextual knowledge of Lincoln supports this view. Cross-referencing to Source A’s mention of the divisions in the 
Republican party undermines Source D’s assertion that the Republican party was united, raising questions about its 
reliability. Source A, though written by a journalist, is a biography of Lincoln and was published in 1861, at the start of the 
Civil War. The title of the book suggests a sympathetic account of Lincoln’s life, in which case his account of the 
campaign of Lincoln’s opponent is surprisingly even-handed.  
 
The most explicitly partisan source is Source C, which admits to being pro-Lincoln. Its partisan portrayal of Douglas is not 
supported by any of the other sources, which further emphasises its unreliability. In contrast, Source B’s pro-Douglas 
account does gain cross-referenced support from Sources A and D, if not C. Candidates can evaluate any of these 
sources by applying relevant and detailed contextual knowledge. 

25 
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Question Answer  Marks 

3(a) Compare and contrast the views of Senators Norris (Source A) and Harding (Source C) on the role the USA 
should adopt in international relations.  
 
Similarities include: 
 
• Both see the USA as having an important role in international affairs when it comes to maintaining peace. 
 The author of Source A talks of being ‘a sincere advocate of an agreement between leading nations to set up  

international machinery’. Presumably, he counts the USA as a leading nation. Source C states that ‘Americans will 
not fail civilization in the advancement of peace’, adding ‘we are willing to give’. 

 
• Both see the USA as having a limited role in international relations.  
 This is shown by their hostility towards joining the League of Nations which would limit the USA’s freedom of action 

and might drag the USA into a war it had not chosen to fight. The pro-US way of explaining this point is to say that 
both see the USA as having an independent role, unrestricted by any international organisation.  

 
Differences include:  
 
• Source A sees the USA as more involved in international affairs than does Source C. Senator Norris in Source A 

does say that ‘we should disarm the defeated nations’, which must involve a role for the USA. Also, the USA, as a 
leading nation, should be involved in creating some of the international institutions. Source C is nowhere as specific. 
The nearest it comes to saying the USA should be involved is when Senator Harding states ‘we are willing to give’. 
The USA could become involved in another war, Source C asserts, just so long as it is not told to do so by the 
League of Nations.  

 
In terms of source evaluation, the obvious similarity is that both are views of Republican Senators, the party opposed to 
Wilson’s commitment to a new world order built around the League of Nations. They are also both public sources: Source 
A is a letter to a newspaper, Source C a public speech. Both are made in order to put on public record the authors’ 
positions towards the League of Nations. There is one obvious difference: Source A is written sometime in 1918, Source 
C sometime in 1919, the year when the Senate voted against joining the League of Nations. The similarities are so great, 
the differences minimal, that it is hard to decide which is the more reliable. 

15 
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Question Answer  Marks 

3(b) How far do Sources A to D support the view that joining the League of Nations would lead to the USA’s 
involvement in war?  
 
In support of the hypothesis: 
 
• Source A – Norris argues that joining the League of Nations would force the USA to maintain a standing army in 

order to provide military support for decisions made by the League of Nations. This, he suggests, would lead to 
American involvement in wars; wars about issues and in areas of the world which would be of no real interest to the 
USA. Such wars, he implies, would be inevitable, not least because of the creation of a number of new, independent 
states, whose ‘semi-civilized’ people would find it impossible to maintain peaceful relations. 

 
• Source C – Harding shares Norris’ concern that joining the League of Nations would undermine the USA’s 

independence. The League would have the right to ‘demand’ American action in support of its decisions, and this 
would include the right to ‘summon Americans to war’. 

 
In challenging the hypothesis: 
 
• Source B – McAdoo completely rejects the fears of Norris and Harding. He argues that the establishment of a 

League of Nations, with American involvement, would lead to a reduction in international armaments and make war 
virtually impossible. If not part of an international body bringing about disarmament and peace, the USA would have 
to spend much more on ensuring its national security. Since other nations would be doing the same, the potential for 
future wars would be increased. Failure to join the League would force the USA to be permanently and expensively 
prepared for war.  
 

• Source D – Cox reflects on the outbreak of the First World War to argue that the USA should join the League in 
order to ensure peace. He does not consider the argument that joining the League would involve America in war. He 
maintains that a League supported by the free nations of the world would make war impossible. On the other side, 
failure to join the League would force the USA to adopt the same policies as those followed by European nations in 
the build-up to World War I: self-centred nationalism supported and protected by large-scale armed forces. Such 
policies, he argues, have always led to war as well as being very expensive. 

25 
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Question Answer  Marks 

3(b) Evaluation: 
All four sources are politically motivated, designed either to shape or to articulate American public opinion on the issue of 
whether the USA should join the League of Nations. In terms of whether joining the League would involve the USA in war, 
all forget that the USA had recently been involved in a world war without there being a League.  
 
The two sources which support the hypothesis are from the two Republican Senators. Source A was published in 1918, 
the final year of the war, at the start of which Wilson had articulated his Fourteen Points for the new world order. Norris is 
as critical of Wilson’s plans as would be expected of a Republican Senator. Even without knowing that Norris was an 
Irreconcilable, candidates can argue that he would have voted against the Treaty and the League in 1919–20. Thus his 
evidence is very partisan. His arguments are also confused. He doesn’t want the USA to join the League and yet he 
wants ‘leading nations’, which must include the USA, to set up necessary international machinery, including a court of 
arbitration. Also, the source is a letter intended for public readership and thus affected by the Senator’s perceptions of his 
readership and their views of war. As evidence as to whether the USA’s joining the League would involve it in war, 
Source A is not to be relied on.  
 
Source C was published in 1919, though the month is not specified. President Wilson spent most of the first half of the 
year in Europe. In the second half, attention focused on the Senate and whether it would approve the Treaty of Versailles 
and agree to America joining the League. We know Harding is an ambitious politician as within a year he is elected US 
president.  
 
This speech could well be part of Harding’s bid to show himself as a potential president. It has plenty of ‘warm words’ but 
little, if any, substance. As with Source A, Source C wants to be both nationalist and internationalist. In this respect, it is 
as confused as Source A. Harding as a Republican Senator with an eye on the White House would want to appeal to as 
many voters as possible. In doing so, he provides no substantial evidence about the USA and going to war as a League 
member. Thus Source C lacks reliability. 
 
The two sources which support the assertion are both Democratic sources. Source B is from 1919, when the debate 
about the USA and the League reaches new heights. As a public and political speech on a controversial and emotional 
topic, Source B is less confused than Sources A and C. Its arguments are based on an implied and generalised analysis 
of the causes of the First World War – pre-1914 arms race led to world war, post-1919, if no League, arms race returns 
and thus world war again. This is too simplistic, too optimistic. Thus, in attempting to assess the validity of the 
hypotheses, little weight can be placed on Source B. 
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Question Answer  Marks 

3(b) Source D is from 1920, when the US Senate finally decided to reject the Treaty of Versailles and thus that the USA 
should not join the League of Nations. It uses an interpretation of the outbreak of the First World War to support its 
argument for joining the League of Nations. Using three consecutive rhetorical questions and contrasting the horrors of 
the First World War with the collective peaceful reality planned for the postwar world, Source D combines evidence-based 
thinking and wishful thinking to contrast with the more dangerous reality of a policy of America First. Cross-referencing to 
Source C, Source D also emphasises the great financial cost of going it alone, though this doesn’t help with evaluation, 
given the similarity of the two sources. Of the four sources, however, Source D is the only one to use history to support its 
arguments and thus is the least unreliable. 

 

 


